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WHMA purchase
contract finalized

.

By SUSIE IRWIN
Editor
The Jacksonville State University Communications
Foundation contracted to purchase WHMA-TV for $2.9
million, from the Anniston Broadcasting Co. both parties
announced Saturday.
Officials from the university, as well as the station, enthusiastically revealed the exchange of ownership to press
representatives gathered in the Houston Cole Library.
"I have never been involved in any transaction t?iat hat!
more going for it than this one,"said the Commurlications
Foundation attorney A. W. Bolt.
Dr. Theron Montgomery cited t r e e reasons for acquiring
the television station.
First, the purchase will enhance the university's new
. school of communications. Montgomery said he is "optimistic" about faculty and student involvement in WHMA
in the future.
Another reason Montgomery said was offering continued
service to the corrmunity by its cooperation and maintaining local ownership.
Finally, Montgomery c13clutieu that the purchase is a
"financial investment" which will allow for the university's
future expansion.
The possibility of academic apprenticeships for students
Officials of the JSU Communications Foundation and the
was mentioned although Montgomery would not offer
Anniston Broadcasting Co. ink the contract which provides
details at this t i e .
Since the station's studio is located in Anniston, Montgomery said construction of an "annex" in Jacksonville is vesting houses. He estimates that it will take some ten full
years to repay the loan.
a possibility, yet no details were disclosed.
The Federal Communication Commission is over"JSU is not acquiring the station, and it will not use its
seeing the entire exchange and WHMA officials estimate it
funds to acquire the station," Montgomery said.
The recently-formed Communications Foundation is a will take some 90 days to finalize the deal.
"A broadcast property, by law, must operate in the public
nonprofit organization without stock ownership or benefits
to any member of the foundation. Members of the foun- interest. A University, by its very nature, is devoted to the
dation are Montgomery, Dr. James Reaves, Jack Hopper public interest," said Brandt Ayers, a principal owner of
WHMk.
and Charles Rowe.
Ayers remains thankful that the exchange guaranteed
According to Montgomery, the foundation will borrow the
that
the station will remain under "home&vnership".
total amount of $2.9 million from the Calhoun County in-

Student concern prompts
asbestos investlgatzon
=

By KEITH McDUFFIE
Concerning the problem with asbestos, lab
technicians from the University of Alabama
me scheduled to inspect the dormitories
sometime in May or e&ly summer to see if
the dormitories meet state requirements.
"The University can only wait for those lab
results right now," stated Dr. Woodward.
"Until then, we can't take any action."
Why hasn't the University replaced the
asbestos? According to Dr. Woodward, the
Vice President for University Services, "the
asbestosproblem is such a recent issue, that
it took the University by surprise."

hi

Dr. Woodward stated that "the University
has assigned a committee to investigate the
situation" and "the University is prepared
to do everything possible to meet the
requirements for remedying the situation."
h e retardant mineral,
The dust f r ~ ~ t fire
asbestos, is known to cause lung fibrosis and
.various forms of cancer.
JSU dormitory students have become
concerned over the increasing awareness of
the presence of asbestos in many ot the
dormitories. However, they may now be
relieved to know that the University is now
doing something about it.

Banned author speaks.. .... ....: page 2
Pat and Bert survive the '80's. .......... 6
Campus media centerfold........,10&11
Heart transplant patient still ticking.. .
Super Bowl:Too much?.... ............

for the Foundation to purchase WHMA-TV at a cost of $2.9
k
million.
The FCC ordered that the major owners of the television
station and the Anniston Star must sell one of the roper ties
by January 1, 1980. After numerous court appeals, the
deadline was moved to Feb. 2, 1983.
Two reasons were cited by Ayers for deciding to part with
the station rather than the newspaper, "love and money",
love because his father founded the paper and family ties
are strong. He added that the idea of JSU's becoming the
new owner of WHMA is a "happy" second choice, the first
being to retain ownership.

Action to be taken
on Round House hours
Student use of the Round help. As a result, I have had
House, a recreational to set new hours, based on
building housing pool tables, student needs and use."
ping-pong tables, a big- When it was pointed out that
screen TV and several video the building was closed
games, is now the center of throughout the weekend,
controversy. The facility's which would seem to be a
hours have been cut, from period of peak use, Gaddy
from 80 hours a week to replied that he is aware of
about 40, according to this, but that with only one
Claude Gaddy, director of full-time employee "the
Special Services. According personnel are not available
to Gaddy; two of the full-time to keep it open on the
personnel retired last fall, weekends.
The
adleaving a gap in the ~ o r k ministration has known of
force.
this since November."
Charles Rowe, Vice
Gaddy stated that he President of Financial Af"requested two full-time fairs, stated that "Dr.
workers last November to Montgomery and I are
replace the retiring people, reviewing the situation. We
but received no additional have not decided whether or

-

not to hire any new workers.
We are studying the situation
and trying to determine what
would be the most
economical and beneficial
thing to do." When asked if a
decision was forthcoming
Rowe replied that "at the
minute nothing is being done
but any student input into the
matter would be appreciated."
While the administration
considers the matter f ~ r
what is now the third month,
the SGA has passed a
resolution asking that the
University hire additional
full-time workers, as well as
a number of student
workers.
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Black History Ah n t h events
By WALTER RUSSELL
The month of February is recognized as
Black History Month. Bryan Benham, A h
president is working with Dr. Lloyd
Mulraine, advisor, and other associates to
plan a full and eventful month in celebration
of the Black struggle.

Lori Tate (L) meets Barbara Murphy,
author of "Nowhere To Run," a book banned
at many area school libraries. Ms. Mur-

phy's appearance was sponsored by the JSU
Writer's Club.

Author speaks on book banning
By SUSIE IRWIN
Barbara Murphy, author
of No Place to Run, spoke
recently to a captive
audience
in
Merrill
Auditorium on the "extremely important issue" of
book banning.
&lhoun County is the only
county in the nation to ban
her book in public schools, a
situation Mrs. Murphy said
leaves her "heartbroken."
To begin her address,
Murphy said she had "a
sense of the people you (the
audience) are, the things you
believe in" and continued
that there is a serious
"mistake
in
Calhoun
County."
Books, Murphy claimed
"bring you into contact with
things that are not familiar
to you." A child, through
books, learns a sense of who
they areand attains "wings"

to reach greater knowledge. struggle with guilt. A new
Book banning takes away
the chance for children to
develop these "wings"
Murphy said.
Murphy described "book
banners" a s not looking out
windows, locking them shut
and saying, "we don't want
to know anything out there."
She advised people to read
many books, "open windows-lean far out."
Parents, Murphy added,
should let their children
choose the books they want
to read and suggested that if
the parent does not approve
of the book, the child and the
parent should discuss the
book. Sharing books in this
fashion allows a "chance for
people to share issues,"
Murphy said.
No Place to Run is a story
of teenagers and their

Centennial Mimosa
expected in April
By RANDY FAIR
The final deadline for the
1983Mimosa was met today.
The books are expected on
campus in early April.
This year's Mimosa w i l l be
more exciting than ever.
The new Mimosa will concentrate on the centennial
and will reflect the history of
JSU.
Many surprises are in
store for students. The new
Mimosa w i l l be larger than
ever.
An additional
signature of 16 pages has
been added, making it 400
pages long.
It will be distributed to
students in April. The price
of the Mimosa is included in
each student's tuition for the
fall and spring semester.
However, students who have
attended only one of those
semesters may obtain a copy

for the small sum of $2.00.
Mandy and Kim lead the
staff as co-editors. Harold
Dean is Copy editor, a new
position created because of
the focus on the centennial.
The other staff positions are
covered by five section
editors. Fain Casey is in
charge of the Sports section.
Jill Gilliam and Susan
Johnson handle the campus
life section. Sharon Norton
is editor of the Associates
and Index sections and is
also in charge of typing.
Cindy Walton oversees the
Academic section and the
Theme.
Presently, there are 28
staff members.
Anyone
interested in becoming a
staff member may join the
staff by taking fundamentals
of Yearbook Editing, Jn. 304
in the fall.

kid arrives in the New York
City neighborhood and is
exposed to city pressures.
Murphy maintains that all
the characters in the book
are based on real people she
met or came in contact with
while living in New York
City.

Benham says, "I look forward to the
month and its meaningful programs. I urge
everyone to come out and support each
event."
Events for the month include the
following:

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 1
7:30 p.m.
REV. FREDDY V. RIMPSEY
PRESIDENT ANNISTON CULTURAL
EDUCATION and RECREATION
FOUNDATION

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8
7:00 p.m.
DR. OAKLEY HOLMES
BLACK ART HISTORY-LECTURE
HAMMOND HALL GALLERY
SPONSORED by ART DEPARTMENT

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3
7:30 p.m.
J.S.U. AFRO-AMERICAN TALENT
LEONE COLE AUDITORIUM

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10
8:00 p.m.
MR. ROY WOOD
ONE BLACK MAN'S OPINION
WENN RADIO, SUNBELT
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
LEONE COLE AUDITORIUM

MONDAY. FEBRUARY 7
7:30 p.m.
DR. BARBARA A. WHEELER
DEAN of ARTS and SCIENCE
H I L L S B O R O U G H COMMUNITY
COLLEGE.
TAMPA, FLORIDA.
BLACK HISTORY STUDIES-LECTURE
THERON MONTGOMERY AUDITORIUM
FOR INFOR&ION
CALL STUDENT
GOVERNMENT OFFICE, J.S.U. AT 4359820 EXT. 490

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17
7:30 p.m.
MELLOW MAGIC PRODUCTION TALENT
AND FASHION EXTRAVAGANZA '83
ADMISSION $1.00
LEONE COLE AUDITORIUM
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 20
7:00 p.m.
J.S.U. GOSPEL CHOIR CONCERT
THERON MONTGOMERY AUDITORIUM

AAA receives financial support

While Murphy claims that
she writes "from the pictures" in her mind, she
By SUSIE IRWIN
readily admits that the fact
The Afro American
that her book has been
banned has had an effect on Association will receive
$1,000 worth of financial
her writing.
support from the SGA in
Not only the entire celebrating Black History
education system but also month.
A resolution to award the
the entire publishing industry is being effected by money to the AAA was
the banning of books.
passed Monday night, in the
In the last four years, book SGA1sweekly meeting, by a
banning has increased some strong majority vote.
400 per cent, Murphy said.
Sen. Julie Heberling,

sponsorer of the bill, said
that the funds should be
awarded for Black History
month because it is a
minority affair, The money
will be taken from the International Minority
Relations budget.
In arguing for the
resolution, Sen. Hebermg
said that exactly one-half of
the budget remained for the
International students;

therefore the money would
be equally distributed.
"Black History month
Should be celebrated by
everyone," said Sen. Dodie
Coleman.
Byron Benham, president
of the AAA, said "We are
asking for the money for
Black History month, not for
the AAA" and added, "we
ant this to be a S U C C ~ S S ~ U ~
Black History month."

CDCS plans resume workshop
By SANDY FORTENBERRY
The job search is a sales campaign "where you offer your
services in the job market. The sales pitch is a matter of
communicating your abilities to employers. A resume of a
dignified piece of direct mail advertising, and the product is
YOU, the prospective employee. A resume, like all effective advertising, is attractive in appearance,
provocative in content, and positive in approach.
A wellprepared resume is an indispensable job-hunting
tool. The Career Development and Counseling Services
want to assist you in drafting your resume. The CM=S will
offer workshops in Resume Writing on February 9 andl0,

3:00-4:00, in Bib Graves 203. Students will come away from
the workshop with a perspective of themselves and their
skills, plus a roughdraft resume. Students are encouraged
to sign up for the Resume Writing Workshops in the CDCS,
107 Bibb Graves; however, preregistration is not
necessary.
Failing to give your resume proper attention can be
costly in many ways. The resume must do an effective job
of selling you to potential employees, therefore it might be
the most important thing you'll every write. Let the CDCS
workshop show you how to do it with impact.

Nautilus Health Club
is the Place.
--_

I:-*-

We have the
most modern
equipment available\
to get you in shape 1
for todays world
-A
complete line of Nautilus
equipment. exercise
bicycles. abdominal
boards, sauna, showers. 1!
and loikers. 435-6830
13

~ X ~ l T ~ S

HEALTH CLUB
28 Public Square, ~acksonville
435-6830
435-9997

oE.E.ef e b l2

SP ring Break
means a
Spring Shape

-

make this the best Spring your body has ever seen!

Qffering the finest most completely equipped
olympic training facility for the body builder,
athlete or just for training those+those muscles !
88 Public Sguare

Call Now For A Free Trial Membershi
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Points Of View
Campus media

Consider
the value'
The average individual tunes into WUS or picks up a
copy of the Chanticleer with no thought of lay-out,
programming, wire services, or copy editing. The Mimosa
is picked up in April, perused, and shelved. It is, of course,
appreciated in terms of its value as a pictorial history, but
how many consider the eight months of work that went into
the book? The Pertelote is generally criticized and yet
submissions remain a t a pathetically low level. In short,
the campus media is taken for granted.

The radio station, the yearbook, the newspaper, and the
literary magazine. Without these outlets for information,
documentation, and creative expression, this university
would be without unity. JSU would be a dissociated clutter
of people and buildings with no binding forces, no sources of
extracurricular news, no common denominators.

In light of these facts, why is it so difficult for the Mimosa
to set up pictures and gather facts for copy? Why is the
Chanticleer denied access to stories p a t are less than
sugarcoated? And why doe. the Pertelote have to fill space
with 8 x 10 photos of clay pots, when there are at least a
hundred excellent writers on campus?
This is not to say that no one cooperates with the campus
media. The majority of those who come in contact with the
yearbook and newspaper staffs are helpful and polite. I
speak not to those people, but to the people who fail to
return calls or keep appointments and yet expect their
organization to appear in the Mimosa. I speak to those who
willnot speak honestly with Chanticleer reporters, but who
sing like songbirds to the Anrniston Star. I speak to the selfstyled literary critics who smirk when they read the Per-

"Look..

Regulation..

,

The Chanticleer, established as a student newspaper at Jacksonville State in 1934, is published
each Thursday by students of the University.
Signed columns represent the opinion of the
writer .while unsigned editorials represent the
opinion of the Executive Editorial Committee.
Editor~alsdo not necessarily reflect the policy
of the JSU administration.
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..................................................Pat
Forrester
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............. Tim Strickland
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,
Features..
Secretary
University Photographer
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The Chanticleer offices a r e located on the bottom floor of Theron MontgomeryBuilding,Room

102.
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.
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Know The Hat's Not Regulation, And You Know The Hat's Not
But Who's Gonna T e l l H i m That?"

telote, but who aren't bold enough to submit their own work
for publication. These are the people who should take long
looks at themselves before they begin to evaluate the levels
of effectiveness achieved by the campus media.
The media must be able to work in harmony with
students, faculty and staff, in order to perform at the optimum level. Referring to unreturned telephone calls and
unkept appointments, Mimosa co-editor Kim Whitehead
says, "If some people gave us more cooperation, we could
turn out a product that could really be an asset to JSU in
terms of school spirit and recruiting. It seems that the
people who treat us unfairly don'trealize how important the
yearbook is to this university."
Chanticleer entertainment writer R. Stacy McCain had
this to say about the lack of cooperation with the campus
newspaper in the coverage of major issues: "With a more
or less captive audience of five thousand students, the
Chanticleer is in a position of tremendous influence.
Everyone reads the paper, and, as the lunch hour and
football seating issues have shown, our readers give consideration to the opinions expressed in the Chanticleer
National advertisers recognize the power of the collegiate
press. This only makes it more frustrating when I can't get
interviewswith important people, who treat us like a bunch
of clowns. "
The problem of interviews being taken lightly, or simply
refused has been a recurring one for both the Chanticleer
and the Mimosa It has been common also, in the past, for
reporters to be treated radely, or as ineffectual and inconsequential amateurs. In the words of Dr. Clyde Cor,
advisor for the Chanticleer "There is a lack of respect for
our journalists. They are belittled when they shouldAbe
treated no differently than someone from a larger
newspaper."
moss advisor Opal Lovett feels that "it is unfair that
when our students do the best they can to make this
university look good, they have to accommodate uncooperative people, beg for interviews, and be rna,de to feel

like$hey are a nuisance."
To quote from Louis Alexander's book on feature writing,
"The interview. . . .is being devoted to the purpose of putting together. . .a story for publication. It is not a matter of
the awe-stricken young neophyte being granted a few
precious minutes by this famous and important man,
during which precious minutes he will tell you whatever he
chooses to disclose and nothing else."
The subject of an interview has a lot to gain, or conversely, a lot to lose, according to what is printed about
him. Interviews should be treated as the important part of
communications that they are.
Although we of the campus media are not yet
professionals, we do have the presence of mind to exercise
judgement. Also, through a network of editors and advisors, we are under a system of checks and balances.
Why, then, are we treated like second class citizens? Says
Chanticleer editor Susie Irwin, "If they (the administration) can let out information to the Anniston Star,
why not us?" I agree, and add to this question, "Why not us
first?" Matters concerning the university concern the
student. Shouldn't these matters be communicated to the
students through their newspaper?
There are times when the Chanticleer seeks only to
elaborate on facts already published by daily newspapers,
and all we get is the run-around. In an effort to preclude
future double talk, let the record say that we are not here to
distort, but to inform.
The campus media is such that a handful provides a
multitude with information and entertainment. Moments of
history are broadcast every day at WLJS. The Chanticleer
is an invaluable source of news, campus happenings, and
opinions. The Pertelote provides an outlet for creative
expression, and the Mimosa captures each school year on
film, preserving it for future reminiscence.
When you are called upon to do your part in keeping JSU's
lines of communication open, remember that there is a tiny
group of others working full-time to do the sane
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Contemporary comment

Student voters.
By DONNA AVANS
Most Americans would certainly not allow a relative to
starve. Yet, when an older citizen is found frozen or starved
to death in another city, that loss is somehow bearable.
"That's really unfortunate," we might manage to say, if we
can find a minute when our mouths are not full. This
strange correlation between distance and the compassion
level seems to apply especially at the extremes: no one
cares if 42,000 children died of lack of food, water, or
medical care every single day of 1982.
We can see suffering at a personal level, but when the
pain becomes a statistic, we easily ignore it. We would
label unconcern about the murder of a co-ed hardheartedness, but would call government social program
cuts efficiency.
How can a society create for itself a rationale that permits this? Is there really any difference in the withholding
of aid to dying people and outright murder? The reasoning
pervasive in America tells us that we have the right to live
in nice homes while others die of exposure because the

=f
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. . define minimum standards

natural order of things dictates that those with the abilities
and determination succeed. What, then, happens to those
not bright enough to have been born with abilities? We
assume that someone must suffer.
Most middle-class Americans seem to enjoy sitting in
their middle-class living rooms complaining about paying
taxes that could relieve a great deal of the suffering, at
least in our own country. They prefer to ignore the pain.
They prefer to not burden their minds with "all those
depressing things." They prefer to keep the words
"splurge" and "binge" in their vocabularies for use when
"need" could not possibly serve as justification for their
massive purchases. What about the preferences of the
poor? They probably prefer eating to starvation, medical
care to disease, and attention to neglect. As members of a
SOCIETY,we have an obligation to all the members. We
must come to understand that we have probably no more
earned our position than these unfortunate people have
earned their poverty.

Black History Month offers praise
By L. E. MULRAINE
February is the month of the year when America is
reminded of the history of its Black sons and daughters - Sons and daughters who began arriving here before the
Mayflower came in 1620.
History verifies that "the history of the Negro in America
began" in 1619when a "Dutch man of War" dropped anchor
into the Jarnestown, Virginia harbor and 20 Africans
stepped ashore.
The first black immigrants of America were not slaves.
They came the same way that many, perhaps most, of the
first white men came - -under duress and pressure.
In Virginia, "the first Negro settlers fell into a wellestablished socio-economic groove which carried with it no

implications of racial inferiority. That came later. But in
the interim, a period of forty years or more, the first
Negroes accunlulated land, voted, testified in court and
mingled with whites on a basis of equality."
Obviously, with the passing of time, and with the lordship
of greed, conditions developed that greatly altered the
situation of the Negro in America.
Through centuries of enslavement, pain, and suffering,
Blacks have struggled for survival in America. As we
celebrate the history of this people during this month, we
will recall not only the struggles, but we will sing the
praises of the accomplishments of the Black sons and
daughters of America.

We, as voters, (as all college students certainly are) can
defirae the minimum standards our government will uphold
for those whose ability and opportunity to provide for
themselves has disappeared at no fault of their own.

Blowing the whistle
on IM referees
By LYNN L e P w
Earlier this year I wrote an editorial urging female
students to take part, in JSU's womens intramural sports
program. At the t i e I was disappointed in the turnout,
but perhaps I've discovered at least one reason why there is
so little participation.
To put it bluntly, the program is a third-rate farce.
Specifically, the basketball program. With referees who
don't know a jump ball from a fist fight, and who frequently
fail to appear at all, it's no wonder no more girls participate
than do.
How can the women experience real competition when
the officials don't know how to call a fair game? When
players are constantly frustrated by ridiculous calls, they
spend more time apologizing to the opponents for the
referee's mistakes than they do having fun. And what about
the well-known practice of overlooking fouls just to keep the
clock running? One "official" I know of had the audacity to
actually tell the timekeeper to let the clock run during free
throws. Fortunately, the timekeeper had the integrity to
refuse.
At last Wednesday night's women's game, one player
heard the only official (two are required, aren't they?), to
(See REFEREES, Page 17) "

The Shaklee Slim Plan:

The 100% Solution to Weight Loss
e * Clinically tested
tive
v
I

VERSATILE-Choose

the Slim Plan Program that suits your needs.

The 5-day Plan

The &week Program

When you want to lose
a few pounds
quickly and easily.

When you need to lose more than 10 pounds.
Slim Plan Drink Mix and the Slim Plan Program
Kit provide everything you need for safe, efiective weight loss.

l CLINICALLY TES~EDwith proven, docu-

mented results b y fwo of the nation's most
prestigious m edical instituti~ns,
l NUTRITIONALL Y
COMPLETE-protein,
carbohydrates, fats and fiber.
l SAFE RND EFFECTIVE-three servings a
day provide more than 100% of essential
n utrients and only 630 calories.
l DELICIOUS NA TURAL FM VORS-vanilla
and cocoa.

OCONVENENT-an easy, quick meal in a
glass. Simply mix individual serving in 8
ounces ofcold water.
NO PRESER VATIVES or artificial sweetn ers.
l PUBLISHED in February issue of Physician 's Desk Reference.

CLARK ENTERPRISES
435-3184(afterSp.m. weekdays)
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Dr. Rock

ca
By R. Stacy McCain

I

C a n ~ u movies
s

"Sharkey's Machine" will be shown at 7
and 9:30 in the TMB auditorium on Feb. 3.
Burt Reynolds directs and stars in this
picture along with the luscious Rachel Ward
and Brian Keith. This is an extremely well
made cop movie and features one of
Reynold's best performances to date.
Admission is $1.00.
"Cowboys," starring the late John Wayne,
Bruce Dern, and Ron Howard, is showing
Feb. 9 at 7 and 9:30. Come see the movie
that got Bruce Dern so much hate mail. (He
is the only person to ever kill John Wayne in
a movie.) Admission for this western
classic is free.

Billy Squier will perform at Von Braun
Civic Center, Huntsville, on Feb. 10 a t 7:30
p.m. For ticket information call 533-1953.

REO Speedwagon will be in concert in the
Omni, Atlanta, on Feb. 5 at 8 p.m. Tickets
are reserved seat, $10.50 $11.50. For more
information call (404) 577-9600.

-

Stray Cats will be at the Fox Theatre, 660
Peachtree St., Atlanta. Tickets are $11.75.
Information can be had by calling (404) 8811977.
Pat Benatar will perform a t the Omni
Coliseum, 100 Techwood Drive, Atlanta.
Tickets are $10.00. Call (404) 577-9600 for
information.

"The Little Foxes" will run through Feb.
12 at Theatre in the Square, 31 Mill St.,
Marietta, GA. Tickets for evening performances (Tues.-Sat., 8 p.m.) are $6.50.
Two 3 p.m. matinees (Jan. 30 and Feb. 6)
have ticket prices of $5.00. For more information call (404) 422-8369.
"Evita" will be staged tomorrow at 8 p.m.
in the Birmingham Jefferson Civic Center,
and will continue through Feb. 6. Tickets
are $15.50 - $19.50. Call 2514100 for further
information.

I

Part IV
If the Robert Stigwood Organization had
sought to insure that disco would be nothing
more than a short-lived fad, they could have
chosen no better insurance ~olicythan
"Saturday Night Fever". The film seemed
almost designed to be repulsive to the Great
American Majority.
You take an obnoxiously cute Italian, put
him in a three-piece suit, surround him with
a cast of equally talentless bozoes, set the
whole thing against a soundtrack featuring
the castrato wailings of a washed-up
Australian wimprock trio, and you will
have assembled a movie which holds absolutely NO appeal for your average
American factory worker. What really was
vapid about the film, though, was its plot:
shallow Brooklyn kid, tired of hanging out
with his long-tie friends, meets &allow,
upwardly mobile Manhatten girl, and
decides to move to Manhatten, where he,
too, can be upwardly mobile. Frankly, I
thought he was better off working in the
paint store.
It was shortly after the movie's release
that a friend of mine suggested a way to
make the tune " Disco Duck" tolerable:
sing along with it, substituting the phrase
"disco sucks" for the title.
Of the many recording acts who followed
the disco boom of 1978, few were really
inheritors of the true R&B legacy. Most
(Foxy, Paul Jabara, Dan Hartman, the
Trammps, etc.) were simply cash-in artists
in search of a fast buck. What they shared
was a total lack of feel for anything
remotely resembling soul, the element
which had made disco such an appejding
phenomon in the first place. Compare the
Isley's "Fight the Power" with Foxy's "Get
Off", and the difference is clear - the former is a guitar-driven funk tune, a protest
song with a heavily-accented beat; the
latter is gimmicky, deriving its limited
appeal from spacey special-effects
wizardry. Such a clear-cut difference in
pre-"SNF" disco and its watered-down
successor explains one of disco's major
shortcomings: its failure to create a
following among musically-inclined youth.
A guitar is one of the most inexpensive instruments to own, and one of the easiest to
gain a proficiency upon. A synthesizer (one
of the most impokt&t 'disco-' instruments),
on the other hand, is almost prohibitively
priced, and, even if the musician is already
able to play the piano, may take years to
master. Thus, post-"SNF" disco was
basically the music of rich musicians, of

Chaps provides entertainment
By MARY HANNW
(Note: This is the first in a
four part series dealing with
nightspots in Jacksonville.)
I remember going to Pee
Wee's Lounge my freshman
year, Drayton Place my
sophomore year and Chaps
my senior year.
In May, 1982, Drayton's
Place was purchased by
Solon Glover and John
Henry. Then the name was
changed to Chaps.
The
manager is Ross Henry, the
doorman is Dal Holle, and

the disc jockey is Randy
Kirby.
Chaps is frequented by
college students, professors,
and area residents. Entertainment at Chap features
an occasional band and
dance music the rest of the
week. The bar offers the
following specials: Monday$1.50 drinks, Tuesday-.25
beer, Wednesday-Ladies
Night from 8.9, Thursday9
for 1, and Happy Hour daily
from 3-7 p.m.
Many
organizations have had
parties at the club as money

making projects.
The hardest part of
Manager Ross Henry's job is
getting Doorman Dal up for
all the hours he has to work,
while the easiest part is
getting along with his
customers. He feels working
for his family keeps him on
his toes.
Henry both
manages and bartends, a
skill which he feels could be
learned only by doing.
When asked what plans
are possible in the future,
(See CHAPS, Page 8)

which there are perenially very few to be
found.
As if to slap America in the face, the next
group to lay claim to the disco dollar was
calculatedly gay in both appearance and
tone: Giorgio Moroder's Village People. If
some had been willing to accept the Italian
pretty boy, most were decidedly against a
group which reveled in boasting of fun to be
had in the YMCA or Navy. Perhaps more
than anything else, it was the Village
People's success which signalled the end of
the disco boom. "Bad enough," said middle
America, "When Aussies sing the stuff, but
FUNNY BOYS? Count me out!"
Fortunately, people still enjoyed dancing
and those who failed to grasp the intricacies
of the two-step and buck dance (country
dances which became popular after
Travolta did "Urban Cowboy") continued to
purchase records, although in smaller
numbers. With the quick-money white trash
out of the way, black performers began to
hit more consistently in the pop charts:
Earth, Wind, and Fire, Stevie Wonder (who
had wisely avoided the disco bandwagon),
Prince, and Rick James all placed records
in the charts in the post-disco aftermath.
But a curious thing happened. The younger
brothers and sisters of white kids who, ten
years earlier, had gotten into thesounds of
Jimi Hendrix and Sly and the Family Stone,
were left with a bitter taste in their mouths.
They saw that shiny shirt ($38 bucks!)

hanging in the closet, beside the white vest
($42.95! ), and in the record racks, they saw
the "Sesame Street Fever" album ($7.98!)
which they'd bought two years ago. . .and
they realized they'd been HAD. Useless, all
these things, and they'd been stuck with
them by some slick-talking jasper in a cheap
toupee'. Deciding not to be fooled again,
they purged their record collections of
anything which even reminded them of
disco, indiscriminately including in the
category such artists as Prince ( a virtual
one-man band who not only produces,
mites, and arranges his music, but plays
most of the instruments as well). This new
generation either stayed with the tried-andtrue white rock of Styx, Foreigner, -and
Journey or went for the New Wave ilk of
Devo, Talking Heads, and the Ramones.
Disco had been killed, not by any fault of its
own, but by its early strong supportersthe fast-buck, white promoters.
If the new group of white teenagers had
been soured on black music, their elders and
youngers seemed less offended. While
Lionel Richie makes inroads into the Adult
Contemporary market, funk groups like the
Bar-Kays and the Gap Band seem to be
winning converts among the 12to-14 yearolds.
With the past history of black music in
mind, the question presents itself: Can an
Elvis of funk be far behind?
Next week: Whither Ank?
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PIZZA

On The Square

--

J!

435-2291

INlRODUClNG OUR N€W
DAIL Y SPECMLS
7 DAYS A WEEK IIAM - SPM
@REGULAR COMBINATION PLATE
REGULAR SIZE SANDNICH
SPAGHnn
SlAW & PICKLE

a6"

4.99

PIZZA W/TWO TOPPINGS

SlNGlE RIP TO SAlAD BAR
MEDIUM DRINK

2 99

f

@REGULAR SPAGHETTI PLATE
NllH GARLIC BRUD

-

#I, 79

PflCHERS -- 9.00,
ALL NEEK
$2.250 i MONDAY & NEDNESDAY ALL DAY?
LUNCH BUFFET TUESDAY & THURSDAY 11AM TO 2PM
DINNER BUFFET TUESDAY 8 THURSDAY SPM TO 8PM
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Kingsley portrays Gandhi
For an actor, the visual and verbal
responsibility of biography is possibly the
most daunting task he may ever undertake.
When the actual subject of the life he portrays-though dead for 34 years-is still a clear
persona in millions of minds-but only in old
agethe task may seem well nigh insuperable.
Such was the responsibility assumed by
Ben Kingsley when he accepted the role of
the Mahatma. In India especially but in
other parts of the world too, through
photographstaken at the end of his long life,
scratchy newsreels and sometimes even
personal recollection, people have a mental
picture of the real man which is not easily
dislodned.

But Kingsley was not being asked merely
to portray the well known bandy-legged
little old man dressed in a dhoti and
carrying a knotty staff. In a script which
spans 56 of Gandhi's 79 years on this earth
he was required, a t the beginning, to show a
passionate, rather vain youthful attorney in
a dark business suit, speaking with an
English accent and using mannerisms
acquired during his law studies in London.
.*om this clay, pictured in stiff studio
portraits stii in existence, Kingsley had to
fashion a credible character who evolves,
gradually and sometimes painfully but
always with warmth and humor, into a
olbral and spiritual leader worthy to be
called "Great Soul" by the Indian masses.
Ben Kingsley was born in Yorkshire,

Wharton

bar and an improved happy

hour. Henry concluded that
managing a bar isn't really
hard, just time consuming,
and it requires changing a
daytime lifestyle to a
nightime lifestyle.
Dal Holle, alias "Doorman
Dal," has been employed
since March 1982, when
Chaps was Drayton Place.
His job includes ~qllecting

In 1976,he undertook "Hamlet," the most
demanding milestone in any rising actor's
theatrical repertoire. Kingsley's Prince of
Denmark, staged in modern dress at London's Roundhouse Theatre, was widely
acclaimed with one celebrated critic
describing him as "so intelligent and so
explicit at every turn" and another as a
"dedicated mental explorer and spiritual
discoverer."
Further critical plaudits followed with his
virtuoso two-hour solo performance as
Vukhov in "Judgement." Kingsley took
part in the 1973 African season a t bndon's
experimental Royal Court Theatre, a p
pearing in Athol Fugard's "Hello and
(hodbye." Eight years later he and the
outspoken South African actor-playwright
were to meet again in India when Fugard
portrayed General Smut3 in GANDHI. In
the interim Kingsley played in other Fugard
works including "Dimetos" with Paul
Scofield.
Kingsley returned to the R.S.C. in 1979 to
play Ford in "The Merry Wives of Windsor," Iachimo in "Cymbeline" and Brutus in
"Julius Caesar." He subsequently scored a
tremendous success playing the title role in
"Baal," for which he also wrote the music.
It was while Ben Kingsley was playing
Mr. Squeers in the original London
production of "Nicholas Nickieby" that
Richard Attenborough asked him to test' for
GANDHI. Apart from two minor roles in
1973, he had never worked on a motion
picture, although he was familiar with film
technique from the wide range of television
work he had undertaken, between stage
plays, since 1972.

(Continued from Page 6)

southeastduring the summer months. Each
student attending the conference must
perform a one and a half minute monologue,
after which, if selected he or she will be
placed on a list for southeastern producers
to select from for casting purposes."
"john douglas STETZ, ow costume
designer," Scott adds, "has been a real
asset to the drama department. He has
helped me a great deal and keeps me
motivated. He is also an excellent critic,
whose advice keeps me in touch with reality.
That is very important for an actor. A
person interested in acting must have deep
respect for the theatrical arts and keep in

Ross mentioned an enlarged

England in 1943. Until he changed it for the
stage, his name was Krishna Bhanji. His
Indian doctor father was a general practitioner in Manchester and his English
mother, now widowed, is a former fashion
model.
He had his first experience of acting in
1965 and, a year later, appeared in London
at the Arts Theatre when he wrote the song5
and sang them-for Alan Plater's "A
Smashing Day." Subsequently he played
the First Murderer in "Macbeth" at the
Chicheeter Festival.

mind that acting is for the entertainment of
an audience, not one's ego. He must also be
aware of the risk involved in acting and
realize that perseverance and humility are
the best traits an actor can possess."
Scotts's ambition, which he tries to keep
as realistic as possible, is to perform on the
professional level in musical theatre after
he obtains his Equity card. He is now inproving his dancing and singing abilities by
performing in as many musicals as he can.
If he continues improving as he has since
first coming to JSU, he will have as much to
contribute to the theatrical world as it will
have to offer him in return!

(Continued from Page 7)
any cover charge, controlling crowd violence,
escorting overzealous
patrons out, and checking
I.D.'s. If a fight occurs, Dal
is responsible for ending it,
calming the involved parties
down,and throwing them out
if the circumstances warrant
it.
The hardest parts of Dal's
job include putting up with
obnoxious customers and

friends who try to take advantage of him. When asked
how he dealt with them, he
replied, "I just try to ignore
them and try to do my job."
The easiest part of his job is
talking to all the customers.
Student opinion towards
Chaps is overall favorable.
Amy Hudgins, from Boaz,
AL, best summed it up best "I like to dance and Chaps is
affordable."
,

.
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March 1 at 8:00 in the neron Montgomery
Auditorium. will include Slelom, Jumping, Tricking.
a speaker on Strength 8, Nuttiion
on wodd top water skiers will also be
shown along with a question-answer
session at the end of the clinic.
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Everybody's doing
it.
even teachers

..

By LINDA KING
It seems that nearly half
the faculty here a t JSU are
doing it. When asked why,
the major 'response was
"because it feels good!"
Some, like Sgt. Carlstad says
"it kinda acts like a
tranquilizer, and it makes
you sleep better," or like Mr.
Osterbind, who instructs art,
says it's a type of "release."
But others, such a s Dr. Cox,
head of the English
Department, says "it gets
my motor started." Nearly
all the teachers I interviewed do it to stay in

popular form of exercise.
Sgt. Cook, who runs 6 to 10
miles per day, says jogging
allows him to "eat anything"
and not have to worry so
much about his weight.
Capt. Scott, who's been
running for 4 or 5 years,
agrees with him.
Gary Gee, instructor of
art, enjoys "getting out and
seeing things."
However, even with many
advantages, jogging, like
. its share
anv other s ~ o r thas
of ksadvar;tages, ~ rGee
, is
unable to "get out" much
anymore because while he
was jogging, a car ran him
off the road. He fell into a
ditch and injured his leg.
This seems like a terrible
and unlikely thing to happen,
but it does!

Another major problem is
being chased by dogs. Sgt.
Cook tells us that dogs aren't
all he gets chased by. He's
k e n chased by cats. Once
while jogging in the country,
he was even chased by a
goose!
UVA

LTC. Blackburn, who runs
What is it? Jogging, of instead of jogs, emphasizes
course. Jogging is a vex? the need to be careful with

..

=

By STEVECAMP
"This Chinese steamer is a product you
"It slices, it dices, it grates, it scrapes! can't live without!" I have to disagree with
and if you act now, you get these twenty-two that. It seems to me that my mother cooked
sets of genuine chop sticks free! AU for the the old traditional way and it doesn't appear
unbelievably low price of . . ."
to have had any detrimental effects on my
Sound familiar? If you've heard them growth.
once, you've heard them a thousand times.
"This fabulous kitchen knife can cut
Those dime-adozentelevision commercials through wood with ease !" I personally don't
that advertise everything from fake prefer any food dishes with wood chips in
diamond jewelry to a product that claims to them, so I don't think that's such an
repair tears in fabric without needle and astounding feature. These commercials are
thread.
used to make you feel as if you are missing a
Each one advertises a product claiming to part of life if you don't rush to purchase their
be the world's most revolutionary product.
breakthrough not sold in stores. Of course,
Common sense should tell the buyer that
they aren't sold in stores. Merchaqts do quality merchandise cannot be purchased at
have some type of image to uphold. Put such an inexpensive price.
yourself in their place. Could you actually
Anytime now, expect a commercial adcarry a product that claims to make you "fit
and trim in only five days," knowing that it vertising a portion of Fort Knox for $9.95.
more than likely won't live up to that claim? By the way, can I interest anyone in a
SUMMEROUR
The advertising delivery used by these revolutionary new watch? It buzzes, beeps,
companies appears to be going a bit over- adds, subtracts, has a spotlight, voices the
time, plays video games. . .
your body when you're board.
running. You have to be
careful not to pull a muscle
or strain your heart. He also
ATTENTION STUDENTS!
thinks "jogging requires a
Please inform your correspondents to use your
great deal of selfdiscipline."
S'ome regard this as a
JSU P.O. Box number on all your mail. This
disadvantage.

But the teachers and all
others who jog know the
advantages far outweigh the
disadvantages. Dr. Summerour summed this feeling
up when he said, "jogging is
far more good than bad."
And he sh&d know. He jogs
miles all over town
everyday.

Yocurn heads Home Ec.
By JUILIE ROSS
Dr. Yocum has assumed the responsibilities of Head of the Home Economics
Department this semester.
Numerous duties came with this title;
helping to plan the student curriculum and
program planning, helping teachers plan
their schedules, communicating of policies
to faculty and looking after the building.
She is responsible for channeling requests of
the faculty to the appropriate official for
leading the faculty in formulating goals for
the department, helping to recruit and
counsel students. She also teaches four
classes a semester.
Dr. Yocum works with six teachers and
around 350 students in the Home Economics
Department. The students include physical
education, nursing and early childhood
education majors. Dr. Yocum says the
department "has courses to offer all the
students on campus. They are not just for
majors in Home Economics."
For instance, Child Development, Family
Jiving and Parenthood education, along
with courses in food preparation, nutrition,
clothing, and housing which require no
prerequisites and anyone male or female,
can take them."
Dr. Yocum's doctorate is in Education
with a major in Secondary Education and an
emphasis on Home Economics, obtained at
the University of Alabama. She has taught

All for the low price of.
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YOCUM
at1 JSU for 11 years.
"The emphasis has shifted over the years
in the Home Economics Department from
fashion shows and elaborate entertainment
to the management of resources, parenting
skills, nutrition education, and preparation
for a variety of employment fields," said
Dr. Yocum.

If you know any Arabian sword-swallowers, snake charmers, or other interesting folks, phone Dennis Shears at 435-9820, ext. 299. We wuuld like to feature
them in this section of the Chanticleer.
-.

will insure that your mail will arrive on time.
Also, check your mail boxes for cards indicating errors in registration. Friday is the last day
to drop without penalty, So check your mail
,,
box for error cards today.
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Air personality Wayne Lewis, one of 9W's most popular
midday announcers, is part of a team of twenty-five disc
jockeys who work to keep WLJS on the air 148 hours each
week.

Mimosa staff members work on layouts,
checking copy for errors, pictures for
correct page and position numbers, and

A well known non-prkt
medium on campus is JSU's
FM radio station, WLJS.
The station, which recently
increased its broadcasting
power to 3000 watts, is
student-run, and under the
advisement of Major John
Turner. .
Located at 92 on the FM
dial, WLJS is on the air from
6:00 a.m. until 2:00 a.m.
during the week, and 24
hours a day on the weekends.
A large staff is required to
keep 9W on the air for those
148 weekly hours. Program
director David Ford is in
charge of the 25 student disc
jockeys and of what goes on
the air. Ronnie Powell is the
music director, Michael
Poole the
production
manager, and Sandra Appel
9W's news director. The
station is under the direction

In the WUS production room, Shiela Grisset assists Tara
Lee Clark in reviewing news copy received from the
Associated Press newswire.

The Mimosa

final layout mats to see that all
specifications have been written clearly.

"The Mimosa staff does a sibility of JSU's yearbook
@oto-purnalistic history of personnel.
each School Year that fully
This goal is met each year
represents campus life, both only through proper planacademic
and
ex- ning and scheduling, an
t~af-?urricular." This, ac- intense and intricate system
cording to Mimosa advisor of deadlines. In April, after
@a1 Lovett, is the respon- a printing company has been

of Chris Pope. Most of the
925 air personalities are
students who plan to enter
some aspect of the communications field. Several of
the stations disc jockeys
work part or fulltime at area
commercial stations.
While the major portion of
the music aired on WLJS
falls into the Top 40
category, the station does
feature jazz, classical, and
religious music for three
hours each on Sundays.
The station, which is
housed on the f i s t floor of
Bibb-Graves is equipped
with all the necessary tools
of production and has access
to the Associated Press news
wire. WLJS also features a
collection of music that is as
large or larger than that of
any radio station in No*
Alabama.

selected through bidding, the
JSU Communications Board
appoints a Mimosa editor.
Then,
during
the
minimester, the new editor
and other key staff members
plan and draw a tentative
l a y a t for the e n t i e book.

Sharon Norton, Mimosa typist, works typing is underway, other staff members
busily typing copy to meet the final deadline work on final layouts.
for the publishing company. While the

In the fall, the staff begins I'eturn to JSU for distribution editor Harold Dean and
typist Sharon Norton, the
pictures, and finalize layThis Ye* the Mimosa staff yearbook personnel will
outs in the race to meet a is under the leadership of coseries of four deadlines. The editors Mandy Bates and bring photographs and print
final press deadline for the Kim Whitehead. Through together to give students a
yearbook is the first day of the coordinative efforts of record of their centennial
February and the books these two students, copy year at JSU.

to gather copy, supervise in April.

- Pertelote -

Pertelote editor Lnri Tate discusses members, Steve Howse and Mike Heathmagazine business with Writer's Club cock.

The Pertelote is JSU's
magazine for creative expression. Published, at
present, only twice each
semester, the Pertelote is
still in what might be termed
a 'fledgling state'. This,
according to co-editors b r i
Tate and Lynn LePine, is due
to the low level of student
input.
Says Tate, "There are a lot
of good writers enrolled in
this school. I don't know
whether they are too timid to
submit work for publication,
or whether they are afraid

their stuff just isn't good
enough."
"The Pertelote acts as a
kind of mirror, reflecting the
creative abilities of the
students of JSU," said
LePine, "At the moment,the
reflection i s rather unflattering ."
Beginning this semester,
the Pertelote will publish
articles and essays a s well as
short stories and poetry.
However, Tate emphasizes
the need for short stories.
"We get enough poetry to fill
books," she said, "Short

stories are harder to come
by."
In the past, the final
decision on what was
published in the Pertelote
rested solely on the
shoulders of the editor. This
year, though, an editorial
board will be established
through the Writer's Club.
Submissions will be rated on
a point scale, and those
works receiving the highest
totals will be published.
The Pertelote is under the
advisement of Dr. Clyde
Cox.

-
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Photography

rage
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The Chanticleer
Opai Lovett, head of JSU's
photography' department is
in the business of making
this university look good.
With the help of three
student workers, Lovett
produces hundreds of
photographs each week, for
purposes ranging from
recruiting to alumni.
Lovett is responsible for
taking all campus-related
pictures, and is on call
practically all the time. His
photographs are used for
sports brochures, football
programs, and many types
of publicity. In addition,
Lovett takes pictures for
departmental brochures,
and for the Mimosa and The
Chanticleer.

Chanticleer editor Susie Irwin conducts a night, provide the setting for the planning of
Located in the basement of
upcoming issues.
Brewer Hall, Lovett works meeting of the campus newspaper staff.
with his three assistants, The weekly meetings, held each Thursday
Rhonda Edwards and Debbie Harper develop Fthonda Edwards, Debbie The Chanticleer, JSU's and editorial items is on the corner of Mountam ana
Harper, and Lisa Muncher. campus newspaper, is im- Fridays, while news and Pelham, and the Hardee's
photographs in JSU's photography studio.
portant to the school as a sports articles are due each sign on the windows of TMB.
communications medium in Monday. Copy is taken to the with the help of students
that it reaches a great offices of the Jacksonville faculty, and staff, the
majority of students on a News, where the actual lay- Chanticleer can continue its
regular basis with in depth out is completed on role as an instigator of imYOU
news, features, editorials Tuesdays and Wednesdays. provement.
and announcements.
The Chanticleer appears on
The Chanticleer is studentFor Chanticleer staff campus on Thursdays and run under the editorship of
members, each semester is the cycle begins again.
Susie Irwin. The seven
an unending circle of
During the past year, the regular staff qembers indeadlines. The paper is Chanticleer has been an clude a secretarv and a
published every Thursday, important instrument of business manager "as well is
1
and on those evenings the influence. Through the writers. Studentsenrolledin
staff meets to discuss that newspaper, peopli have Journalism also contribute
week's issue and progress on been made aware of student features, news, and editorial
the upcoming ~ S S U ~ Plans
.
opinions concerning such copy to the Chanticleer. The
are also made f o r the issues as stadium seating, paper is under the adf0110wingweek's paper. The lunch hour shutdowns, the visement d Dr. Clyde Cox
photos by Opal Looett
deadline for feature articles unsightly razing of houses on and Mrs. Opal Lovett.

From planning to production, the

5 v " s r e revealed as we take

Behind the scenes
in campus media

Television studio

Television technician Evln Thompson functions in sstching from the camera to
Mark McClendon steers the studio's color
production done inside the studio.
controls the studio's production switcher, a special effects.
camera. The camera is used for video
basic unit in film production. The unit
Serving JSU in the provides programming on a studio plans to add another able Lo run up to five dif-" kpes devoted to sociology ability to videotape iincategory of non-print media multitude of subjects to station to the network in f e r e n t p r o g r a m s alone. Other subjects on film portant events on campus.
is the university's own every academic building on order to accommodate the simultaneously."
include aging studies,
The whole program falls
biology,
chemistry,
English,
under
the direction of Dr.
television studio. Under the campus.
Ihe
has in economics, history, and Alta MUUcan in the College
direction of Malor John
According t o television heavy demand for acidemic excess of 700 hours
in music, to naw only a few.
d Library, Library Science,
Turner, the fourchannel, technician Evin Thompson, programming.
Said programming logged in its
closed-circuit network the BiM-Graves based Thompson, "We will now be library, with around 200 The studio also has the
Communications'
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People
Heinz Mueller
If you've taken very many history courses at JSU, maybe
you've learned that at one time, the United .States and
Germany were at war with one another, either directly or
indirectly.

Have you ever wondered how our forefathers felt during a
war? Or have you ever wondered how the Germans felt
when millions of their homes were taken away from them?
Probably, most students have never given much thought

to the wars of before. But in this day of international insecurity, perhaps one "wonders" what will happen in the
future.

Dennis Shears
Feature Coordinator

From Germany to Jacksonville

Mueller has hundreds of "near death-narrow escape"
stories that captivate his listeners. He is tough minded, yet
gentle speaking. He now speaks three languages. His
English is flavored by a German accent. Mueller laughs
when he recalls, "One time when I was visiting in the North,
I conversed with a Northerner who asked me where I was
from. After I said, 'Alabama,' the fellow asked with
astonishment, 'Do all Alabamians talk the way you do?' "
When Mueller came to Alabama, he went to work at a
steel plant in Anniston. His wife began working as a
medical technician at Fort McClellan. Later, Mueller came
to work at JSU as an electrician and general repairman.
Mr. and Mrs. Mueller had two children, who now reside
outside the state of Alabama.
Mueller decided to exercise his philosophy and enhance
his education while here at JSU. An English professor that

man steals, he is harshly and severely punished. In those
same countries, people are afraid to kill and steal, and
there are never overcrowded prisons and jails."
Heinrich "Heinz" Mueller has come a long way from
being a German soldier, to being a JSU employee, having
the ability to speak and understand three languages, and
having recorded an album about Alabama.
Mueller now holds some ideas and principles like those of
a typical Southern American, yet his credentials and experiences encompass a wide range of activity.
As a typical Southern American and JSU student, I'm
very proud to know Mr, Mueller.

'I can't read or write music,
and I don't have any musical
talent.

.. '

Jacksonville State University is very fortunate in having
an employee as Mr. Heinrich "Heinz" Mueller, a refugee
from the Nazi forces who is still living to tell amazed
was here at thct time detected a flair for writing in
'
listeners his side of history as it was some 50 years ago.
Mueller's work, and encouraged him to write poetry and
Mueller came to Alabama 22 years ago. When asked why songs.
he chose Alabama instead of any other state, Mueller
Mueller took that advice, and first exercised his writing
responds, "From Germany I went to France, from France I
talent as a hobby. He put music to his lyrics and created
went to Canada, and while there I realized that Canadian
several songs, many of which are about his new homeland,
geese were smart, and flew South where it's warmer."
Alabama.
Mueller has a strong will to survive. He strongly believes
"I can't read or write music, and I don't have any musical
that a person, or nation, that is well trained and educated
talent,"
proclaims Mueller, "nature just gave me a voice
can survive. Mueller delights fellow workers and other
that can carry a tune."
listeners, of interesting stories of the brutalness he and
Just recently, Mueller's first record album was produced
other Germans experienc'ed during war times. He should
in Nashville, and it includes all original material such as,
know; he has survived a bullet wound on the Russian front
"Moonlight at Night", "Mobile Bay, That Happy Feeling",
in 1942, serious foot damage in 1943, in Italy, and a broken
"Dianne
My Darling", and "Alabama Homeland." The
jaw in 1943.
title of the album is "A PRAISE TO MY NEW HOMELAND
"You can't put war into words," says Mueller, who was
ALABAMA, AND ITS WONDERFUL PEOPLE."
drafted as a teenager and forced to fight, "and Americans
Jacksonville State University's own 9W radio station has
cannot comprehend the merciless actions that many
a copy of that album now.
Germans faced."
On a different subject matter, the situation of America in
world affairs today, Mueller has philosophies and ideas that
deserve attention.
Mueller believes that the United States relies too heavily
on foreign trade. "America has all the resources that it
needs, here in its own land, to operate sufficiently. Too
often people admire and submit themselves to big
businesses that travel abroad to seek raw materials and
man power, when they need to utilize the technology,
employment, and raw materials that are here."
Mueller said that he also has trouble understanding the
criminal justice practices in this country. "In some
countries, if a man kills someone, he is killed himself; if a

A PRAISE 'IUALABAMA
On the mountain in the morning,
Everything is fresh and clear,
Through the treetops, like a longing,
Came a windy melody.
No disturbance and no violence,
Found its tearful, mourning way,
To this place above the valley,
As the sunrise lit the day.
Snuggling silence caused my praying,
Let the people see their land,
It is so beautiful in changing,
From this mountain to the sea.
I am praising Alabama,
Land of sunshine land of grace,
And I hope that love and freedom,
Make this land a paradise.

October 12,1969, Chimney Peak, written by Heinz Mueller
to the Russian tune, Stenka Razine the Cossack played by
the Orchestra Paul Mauriat of France

M y Life Story
I left my hometown full of hope,
To see the world,
It was spring,
That when I left,
A war was on.
I said goodbye to all my friends,
And left by train,
I will be back, I thought,
But never was again.

Mueller

It was an illusion, the war went on,
There was no peace,
Soon I was drafted to join this fight,
There was no choice,
I had to surrender, the war was lost,
And so was I,
On the move again to find a shelter,
I said goodbye.

HEINZ MUELLER
I left for France and Canada,
From town to town I searched in vain,
I was so restless, could not stay,
And so I moved again.

Alabama is now the land I settled down,
Here I stay, I found new friends,
And built a home,
In Alabama where the sun is always high,
In Alabama when I'm old,
I here shall die.

Written December 1966, to the melody "Look for a Star,
He'll Have to Go," played by the orchestra of Billy Vaughn.
Poem from Heinz Mueller.
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Organizations
Kappa Sigma
By WES WOOLF
The Brothers of Kappa Sigma hope that
everybody had a good rush and that all
rushees made the decision that was right for
each of them. As far as the Sigs go, we feel
we had one of the best Rushes we have ever
had.
We would like to congratulate KA on their
victory, but want to let them know that we
are looking forward to the playoffs. The

Sigs have ttiree ball games this coming
week, starting Tuesday with Alpha Phi
Alpha.
We initiated 11 new brothers at the
-beginning of the semester. .We would like to
congratulate them and look forward to their
activity in the Fraternity. That's the news
from Kappa Sig. Just remember that
Kappa Sigma isn't for a day, week, or
college term only, but for a 1i'Fetime.

By TONY LUNDY
KA had a great Rush, congratulations to
all new pledges. I'm sure everyone had a
great t i e during rush and now comes the
fun part.
KA says, way to go Rebels in your fantastic win over Kappa Sigma in IM
Basketball. Shoot that ball, Dr. Hart! KA
really enjoyed supporting the Gamecocks

Saturday nite against Livingston. Stuff'em
Cocks.
KA is proud of it's contribution to
Muscular Dystrophy, which was made this
week. We're looking for many exciting
things this semester in KA, from
Brotherhood to Greekland the Rebels are
ready! .

q7'y237
, 1,

HFW4RE O r THE V I K I N L r

Alpha Tau Omega

By JAYSON (SPACE) SMlTH
Al~haTau Omega had an excellent rush
last beck. 1 wouli like to tell you who the
new pledges are, but I don't know yet. So
even though the anxiety is killing you, you'll
just have to wait.
I would like to take this time to apologize
to Eric Isbell. Two weeks ago, I left his
name off the list of new initiates. Eric is
also ATO's new House Manager.
Congratulations Eric!
The Spurtom Warriors .'A" team pulled
another great loss last week. This puts the
Tom's at a perfect &2 for the season. After
the game, I was lucky to get a personal
interview with Spurtom head coach
Weavertom. He said .'It was a tough game,
but we pulled together, and lost for the

Gipper ! " , Congratulations Spurtom's.
AT0 is very proud of two brothers who are
also brothers by accident of birth. Taylor
and Fain Casey are these two outstanding
Tau's. Both Taylor and Fain are on the
Mimosa staff and they played a big part in
making sure that everything was ready for
the final deadline. Taylor has also written
an article on student economy here at
J.S.U., that was printed in last weeks
Chanticleer.
I am very prolid of myself. I have elected
me the "writer of the W'eek." You may Say,
"Hey, that's not fair ! " Well, I have to admit
that you are correct, but I have a monopoly.
If you don't know what that is, you need to
study your American History!
Congratulations "Space"! Bye!

Sigma Nu
The brothers of Iota Lambda Chapter of
Sigma Nu would like to send condolences to
the friends and family of Paul Bryant:
Chuck Bailes, Gene Beard, Tracy Billings,
Rick Billingslea, Jimmy Carder, Eric
Dryden, Gus Edwards, Randy Fair, Butch
Fergasun, Bart Hallum, Dave Hawkins,
Troi Hayes, John Hendrix, Todd Homan,
Kieth Howell, Mark Lannus, Mike Lentz,
John McEwen, Joey Norton, Ron Pafford,

Bob Pitts, Chris Pritchett, Dave Richardson, Chad Reaves, Pat Sharon, Tony Taylor,
John Valdes Jr., John Valdes Sr., Tim
Worthy, Hance Patrick, Mike Townsend,
and Larry Stolz.
Coach Paul "Bear" Bryant was an alumni
of Sigma Xu fraternity (theta chapter) at
klabama. He was also chosen Alumni of the
Year at Sigma Nu's last Grand Chapter
meeting this past summer. We will all miss
you, "Bear."

Scabbard and Blade
By CADET CLARENCE J. GOODBEER
We would like to thank Capt. Penland, a
chaplain at Fort McClellan for being our
guest speaker on the 25th of January. His
topic of discussion was the role of the
chaplain in the U.S. Army. is talk was
very enlightening, and gave those who attended a broader view of the clergy in the
military. Thanks also go to Brenda Watson,
and ~ a H ~r ~ ~~ ~ ~ : S C &~ BLADE
B A R D

SPONSORS)for providing the refreshments
that evening.
All MS 3 and 4 cadets who arelnterested in
pledging SCABBARD & BLADE, the
smoker will be February 8th at 7:30 p.m.
Thank-you everyone who came out to the
party the 27th of January. The next Party
will be in February and announced at a later
date.

Phi M u
By CYNTHIA BROWN
We have new Phi's! Monique Chadwick,
Rhonda Cole, Susan Blanchard, Leeanne
Harnby, Tamara Holland, Selina Martin,
Connie Mize, Mary Montgomery, Marty
Reese, and Kim Williams were all pledged
into Phi Mu and we are very proud of them.
Bouncing right along, the awesome Phi
Mu basketball team is having a winning
season. Under the guidance of Coaches
Smith and Sweatman, the team should go all

the way!
Excitement and glamour are coming our
way this weekend as we hold our annual
Rose Carnation Ball. The banquet and ball
will be held at Dunvey's in Atlanta and the
festivities planned by Tara Bennett sound
fabulous. It will be a time to remember
Atlanta or bust!
Until next week-Phi Mu the greatest girls
at J.S.U.!

By NANCY SCHMITZ
Alpha Xi's are very proud to announce the
new members of our Spring pledge class:
Debbie Beall, Leslie Bullock, Terri Camp,
Kay Clark, Jan Lawrence, Patty Naramore,
Joanna Tarvin, and Carolina Tobar. Special
thanks to membership chairman Gigi Payne
for all of her hard work !
Congratulations to our new big brothers
who were initiated last night: Brian Beasly,
Wayne Rice, Tommy Stewart, Mark
Stephens, and Wes Wolf. We love ya'll.
Last week; fuzzies honored our new

pledges with a pizza party. Afterward,
many of us visited our "adopted grandparents" at the nursing home.
Alpha Xi's will be selling Kiss-d;rams
next week for Valentine's Day. (Hershey's
kisses that is!). If you have a sweetie to
remember on Cupid's special day, contact
any fuzzie for details.
Upcoming events include a mixer with Pi
Kapp tonight (should be wild) and Breathe
Easy Day, February 10.
Remember Alpha Xi: the first, the best,
the tie that binds!

-
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Zeta Tau Alpha
By DENISE HAND
Tonight is the night the ZTA-KA Country
Club takes a cruise! As if last year's fantastic country club wasn't enough, the KA's
are taking us on a cruise and we know it's
going to be a blast!
Thanks go out this week to several special
people. Debra Adams deserves a big hand
for all the hard work on the Phone-a-Zeta's.
We really appreciated it Debra! Special
thanks go to Dean Higginbotham for
speaking at our last meeting and Dr.

Williams for Bible study last Sunday night,
Thanks so much!
The Zeta's want to congratulate sister
Cindy Alexander for being elected secretary
of K4 little sisters. We're so proud of you!
We also want to congratulate Dawn Lummus, Member of the week and Kathy Kelly,
Pledge of the week! You girls are great!
It's only four weeks till the Zeta's head for
Tampa, Florida. Everyone is really excited
about it! It's going to be a meat time!

Delta Zeta
By AMY HUBBARD
The Lambda Gamma chapter of Delta
Zeta has two special events in store for
them: Initiation for twelve Dee Zee pledges
isFebruary 27. Congratulations girls! And,
the formal is 4,5, and 6 of March. Everyone
is looking forward to a terrific weekend,
thanks to Julie Ross our social chairman.
The Delta Zees welcome Rita Lee Montgomery to Jacksonville. Rita is one of our
alumnae and is living with her husband in

C. M. De Fiori
On January 19th, Michael Ray, Naturalist
with the Anniston Museum of Natural
History, gave a slide presentation and a talk
on the importance of spelunking and the
natural wealth contained in and around the
numerous caves of northeast Alabama. The
local chapter of the American Speleological
Society will lead members of Beta Sigma on
a caving expedition in February.
Dr. Wayne H. Finley, the director of the

Kenner, Louisiana.
Congratulations to all the fraternities! We
know that rush was successful for everyone
and hope that the spring semester goes well
for all the new pledges.
The Dee Zees are looking forward to the
Miller drive that starts February 1 with the
kick-off party and the first pick-up on
February 8.
Successful collecting to
everyone.

Laboratory of Medical Genetics at UAB,
will speak to JSU students on Wednesday,
February 9th a f 7:00 p.m. in the Nursing
Auditorium of the Lurleen B. Wallace School
of Nursing. A distinguished alumnus of
JSU, Dr. Finley has both Ph.D. and M.D.
degrees. All students are welcome to attend.
Purchase those cupcakes for your favorite
Valentine(s) at the Beta Sigma bake sale on
February 14th, on first floor of Ayers Hall.

Baptist Cantpus Ministry
By KIM WHlTEHEAD
No food for 30 hours? College Students?
You must be kidding !
No, it's not a joke because exactly that
will take place February 18-19 when the
Baptist Campus Ministry sponsors its
Planned Famine. Designed to raise funds
for alleviating world hunger, the weekend
fast will allow JSU students to devote some
time to a cause of concern while having
enough fun to chase the hungries away.
Students planning to participate in the
event are to take pledges for each hour they
will fast. Then, from 6:00 p.m. on Friday
until midnight Saturday, movies, "miniolympics," music, Bible study and just plain
'ole fun will occupy their time and banish all
(well, maybe not all) thoughts of food.
Director of the event Barton Calvert said
that with a lot of student participation, the
fundraising will be successful and the

weekend's fellowship will prove a dynamic
blessing.
Beth Mason, a participant in the last
Planned Famine, said, "It was great
because we were able to grow so close to
each$other and to serve needy people at the
same time." Beth meant what she saidshe has already made plans to join in on this
year's fast.
Pledge forms are currently available at
the Baptist Student Center and should be
picked up soon by those who wish to participate. More information can be obtained
by calling 435-7020.
Students able to participate should
it
will be an excellent chance to make new
friends, have fun, and to spread love to the
world's needy.
And those not able to participate should
help by giving a pledge to someone who is.

-

--

ROTC

'

President of a popular fraternity and
reporter for the Chanticleer, as well a s
Candidates for commissioned officer in the
United States Army.
Over the next few weeks these cadets will
be introduced to the readers of the Chanticleer in a series of articles designed to
emphasize the role cadets play a s a part of
the campus and the community at large.
Until next week. . . .Chug-a-long the road
of excellence: See your Army ROTC
Enrollment Officer today!

By EILEN GREEN
For many years Jax State has been the
Alma Mater of an elite group of young men
and women who possess the Academic
excellence, social prowess and moral
responsibility that represent the mark of a
true professional.
These individuals represent the vital
difference in a society of youth plagued by
social and political unrest, compounded by
rampart unemployment.
Who are they? A Homecoming Queen,
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IT'S
NEVER
TOO LATE

MANY Brrr companies increased their pricos Jan. 31.
We will bold our prices on our most popular brands
Imore week. And remember our prices
include sales tan!
a

*

12 pk.

Miller Cans
'6.00
'3.45
'6.60
Bud Cans
~ t r o hlight
'3.00
'6.00
s12.00
Old Milwaulkee (rut.)
'4.40 deposit
pius '8
.8050
$8
Sterling (rut.)
'2.25
'4.50
In the Bar we'll hold the line for I moru week

1
also Fob. 10 & II
Crossroads presents Miss b b L ~.( I Loov
q from the 1)
Mortals, don't miss this euentl! k you'ue never
heard Lolly by herself, you're in for a real treat.

+ Help set a new home attendance record for our
basketball games, be there!!

'GO COCHS GO'

I

I

Campus Bookstore
With the needs of the
STUDENT in mind.

Gonveniently located on the 2nd floor
of the Theron Montgomery Bldg,
Speedy service and ample parking is
the rule.

-

-

I

Campus Meal Plans a n d coupons are
available a t the Jack Hopper Dining
Hall Monday thru Friday from 7:OOam
to 3:OOpm. Stop in a n d get yours soon!.

Currently used books can still be
exchanged for other books or
merchandise

Your Continued Support
I s Appreciated.

Although we may be into the fourth
week of school, it's not too late to
take advantage of a Campus Meal Plan!
Campus Meal Plans are discounted
every week throughout the semester
insuring you the same value as was
available a t the start of the semester. If
you've tried the other ways and are already bored with the hamburgers and
pizzas, or a r e sick of looking a t those
unwashed dishes or those trips to the "Rip"
- a Campus Meal Plan is for you!
A special note to coupon holders. Saga
will offer a coupon purchase the week of
February 7-1 1, 1983. If you purchased
$100.00 worth of coupons this semester
and during the coupon special week,
purchase a n additional amount of $100.
00 you will receive one additional
book FREE! That's $125.00 worth of
coupons for $100.00 - Repeat - only
for those students who have purchased
coupons($100.00 worth) since the beginning of Spring Semester.

Food for thought.

Open January: 7am 7pm
Mon. Thurs.
ram 4:30pm Fri.

-

February 3.1
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Barney Clark. . . Still ticking after five million beats

this he had been placed in DIOMYOPATHY, an illness Arnrinone, would force what historic guinea pig, the first working on a heart that has a
of unknown origin in which remained of his heart to patient to try a newly built-in electric Pump. Only
After a month, five million
beats
and
numerous
His problems began in 1978 the
heart
muscle work harder. That didn't developed artificial heart. the
a thin
wire will
through
patient's
sidepass
leading
to a
The new artificial heart is
help
for
long,
but
it
war
here
when
he
began
to
notice
a
deteriorates
and
turns
to
problems, B~~~~~ a a r k his
is shorortness of breath. He was scar tissue. The disease that Clark learned for the called the JARVIK-7. It is battery pack worn like a
making progress
having trouble getting causes the heart to lose its first time about the artificial painstakingly produced by belt.
new heart.
hand in limited numbers for
Clark's mental progress
around the golf course and P w e r to Pump, and the heart.
At first Dr. Block told about $20,000 each, by a has not kept pace with his
Still listed in seriou!: doctors thought he had lung victim experiences fatigue
Barney that he would rather small private company. The physical recovery. Often he
condition because of ti
trouble. It was 18 months and difficulty in breathing.
later
before
the
problem
was
C~~diomyopathy
is
almost
him
be the 100th recipient of heart has an external power is not able to converse with
nature of his surgery, he has
been moved to an intensive diagnosed a s heart disease. always fatal, because there the new heart. But his source which is a 375 pound family members and doccare unit which he shares Doctors said that he was is no cure.
condition had become so bad compressed air machine,
tors, because of frequent
with other patients. Prior to suffering
from
CARIn March of 1982, Clark's that Dr. Block told Barney Everytime Clark wants to bouts of confusion. This
car dialogist , Dr. Terence he must decide now. Over get up and move around, raises a difficult question for
Block, sent him to the Thanksgiving weekend dials must be adjusted on doctors and family, "What if
University of Utah, after Barney made up his mind,
this machine, to control the his brain goes before his
heart? Will the family have
(Continued from Page 5)
medicines could no longer The following Monday, he rate of his heartbeat.
Robert Jarvik, who the option of shutting Barney
help. There a new drug flew to Salt Lake City, where
say plainly, "I don't want to call this game. I hate
being
tested
called he offered himself as the designed the heart is now off?"
women's games." As the game progressed, that fact
baca~neobvious. Blatant fouls somehow escaped the
referee's eagle eye. The duration of three seconds
Do you want . . . .
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
mysteriously lengthened to seven, and hacking fouls
magically became offensive elbow fouls. What an offensive
elbow foul is, I don't know, but when questioned on the call,
HIGHER EXAMINATION SCORES
the referee threatened to oust the player from the game.
or
I don't want to dwell on that particular referee, though.
After all he didn't even want to call the game. Barring even
HIGHER GRADES ON YOUR TERM PAPERS
that, one official cannot do a job meant for two.
What I would like to point out is that there were no
competent referees scheduled for the women's game last
Wednesday night. With this in mind, I would like to know
I
1983 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Many suggestions and addresses of 154 corporations,
why it is that the men who played in the game immediately
41 federal agencies and 19 state governments with openings for summer ernplovrnent
following had the advantage of being refereed by two JSU
or ~nternsh~ps.
Order now. Publication date ~ k b r u a 15,
r ~ 1983.
$5.00
basketball players? In the words of Pat Forrester,
"Something smells here."
The women who participate in I.M. sports have as deep a
II
BASJC TlPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE GRADUATE RECORD
stake in the games as the men do, and should, therefore, get
EXAMINATION - Proven strategies t o increase your score. Many sample questions
the same respect. Respect does not mean sending referees
from
previous exams. 228 pages.
$5.00
onto the court from an officiating class who try to read the
rule book with whistles in their mouths.
If we're going to have a program, let's have a good one.
III
INSIDERS GUIDE TO AN M.B.A.: IMPORTANT HINTS ON A ~ M I S S I O N
You can't expect people to participate in a bad joke. Come
PROCEDURES
AND
THE
GRADUATE
MANAGEMENT
ADMISSION
on, Coach, let's get on the ball.
EXAMINATION - This guide will help! I t lists schools that accept part-time students,
C + students, those without accounting and the very selective ones. 190 pages. Bookstore p;ice will be $9.95.
$7.00
By ANDY JONES

Referee

IV

BASIC TlPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE LAW SCHOOL ADMlSSlGN
TEST (Multistate Bar Examinat~on)- Written by an attorney. Actual questions from
past exams. Many hints, 144 pages.
$7.00

-

2 0 ' 2 E a s t 12th Street

Anniston, Alabama 36201

V

HOW -TO PREPARE FOR THE MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION TESTS - The
best in the fieid. Don't take the M.C.A. without this help. 340 pages.
$10.00

VI

THE TERM PAPER K I T - 41 3 term papers. Topics from anthropology to zoology.
Each term paper has an abstract. Actual term papers that received a grade of A - or A
during the 1982 academic year at the University of Arizona or Arizona State U n ~ v e t s ~ t y .
Ten pages of rules for preparing a bibliographyand for proper footnoting. Order the kit,
review the topics and abstracts, then select one actual term paper which will be sent to
you within 10 days. These are not for resale or reproduction. They are for instructional
purposes only. Order the k i t and see what top students do t o get high grades.

205-236-3597

Mail your order to:

Home Owned & Operated

-

DRIVE IN WINDOW: OPEN 8:SOAM 4PM, M-T & TH.
WED.8:30 2:00 AND FRI. TILL 6PM

-

-

-

University Research Services
Department 28
P.O. Box 7739
Phoenix, Arizona 8501 1
.............................................
Order by number. Enclose cash, money order or a check. (Checks require 14 days additional
t o clear.) Add $1.00 for postage. I f you order two or more items, we will pay all mailing

LOBBY PAM 2PM, M-TH, FRI. 9AM 2PM & 4PM 6PM

Main Office, 817 S. Pelham Rd, Jacksonville

Send me items

(Circle your choice)
Price of books

107 M a i n Weaver

2 Public S q J ville

P o s t a g e --Total----
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The Sportspage
Super Bowl: Enough is too much
Every year we suffer from that malady known as "Super
Sunday" or more to the point, the Superbowl. Amazingly
enough,
- . each year ''Super Sunday" lasts not one day, but an

-

Out of this quagmire emerged two champions, the
Redskins and the Miami Dolphins, both of whom played
superbly throughout the playoffs. Since both these teams
are fairly young and don't have a lot of established stars,
the media had to look for new angles for stories. Imagine
what they dug up.
Monday was spent telling me about the "Hogs," the
Washington offensive line that "just gets down and dirty, to
root out the bad guys (i.e. the defense)." Imagine how
thrilled I was to read that. Joe Theismann was a piglet,
since everyone knows quarterbacks aren't real men, but
Joe once threw a block and effort does not go unnoticed in
the NFL.
The revelation that M i a d ' s defense is known as the killer
"B's" was next. Why the Killer B's? Because five of their
starter's last names start with B! Amazing, simply. Or
simply amazing. Whatever.

Pat Forres ter
Sports Editor

entire week-one-hundred sixty-eight hours of the worst
tripe ever conceived by sports writers on expense accounts.
This year wee were fortunate enough to have half of the
games cancelled due to a player's strike but unioriunateiy
the result was a bizarre series of contests known as the NFL
playoffs.

My personal favorite was ESPN's segment on game day

concerning biorhythms. According to ESPN, nobody was
going to do worth a toot because everyone's biorhythms
were a mess. Personally, I'd rather hear Joe Piscapo's
pregame report, silly as it may have been.
The pre and post game activities lasted longer than the
game and featured parachutists, bands, parades, par'ues,
and presentations. In short, it was boring.
Fortunately, the game was great. My team rooted the
enemy out and scored more points, too. This brings in two
fundamental truths about football that all this hoopla can't
hide: 1) If you score more points than the other team you
win 2) If you score fewer points you lose. Simple enough for
Sports Illustrated to understand, if you write 1500 words
about it.
My congratulations to the organizers of the game. Your
moment of silence for Paul "Bear" Bryant was a classy
way to show a nation's appreciation for a great man. Till
next year.

Rifle team is now 5
By DANNY JOHNSON
The Gamecock Rifle Team
fired a season high 2027
Saturday to defeat Marion
Military Institute in an
Alabama Collegiate Conference Riflery Match. The
win put JSU's conference
record at 2-0 and 5-1 for the
season. Marion's team score
was 1950.
There were several surprises in the match Saturday. One of the biggest
surprises was JSU's Barry
Stamps of Fairfield. Barry
was not the only Gamecock
in good form Saturday. Ted
Mauzey, one of Jax State's

veterans, fired a 515 and
average but did fire a
respectable 492, including a
near perfect 199 - 200 in the
prone position.

next conference match will
be against UNA here
Saturday. SGM Wesson
spoke about that match, as
well as the past weekend's
match.

Marion did have the top
scorer in the match, but
"INA has a 'very exStamps, Mauzey and Putperienced
rifle team. They
nam finished Znd, 3rd and 4th
have all of their team back..
for the Gamecocks.
from last year, plus a couple
The Gamecocks are now in of freshmen that have high
the driver's seat for the school rifle experience. We
Alabama Collegiate Riflery will again have to shoot well
Conference Championship. as a team to have a chance of
Only one more conference winning. If we perform as
win will qualify them for the we're capable of, we should
ACRC championship to be win, but it will definitely be
held here April 1 and 2. The an exciting match.

Georgia vaults past JSU gymnasts
The men's and women's
gymnastics teams fell to the
Georgia Bulldogs in Athens
Saturday night but neither of
the JSU coaches felt that
their respective teams have
anything to feel bad about.

"As a team we really
competed well with Georgia,
a Div. 1 power," Coach
Cockley, the men's coach
stated. "We are a Young
team, so in order to develop
the.depth we need, we try to
enter as many people into
competition as we possibly
can. It's going to pay off in
the future and there's 'no
doubt we'll be more than
competitive in the future."
The men lost Clyde
Moreland before -the match
when he broke an arm in
practice and he is now out for
the season. Coach Cockley
says the loss of Morelnnd is
critical to his team since
"Clyde has the potential to

place in national competition."
A number oi the men
placed on the competition
among
them
Emory
Harriston-2nd in floor, Steve
Lee-3rd in pommel horse and
vaulting, 2nd in parallel
bars, and Lee Hair-a 1st in
the vaulting portion.
Last home match for the
men is Feb. 19 with Memphis
State and Georgia Tech.
A bright note for the men is
the return of Tim Norton, out
this year with a broken neck.
Tim will be back in competition at the start of next
season.
Coach Dillard of the
women's teams felt that,
"Georgia had one truly
excellent gymnast but we
matched up very well talent
wise with them. It was a lot
doser than the score (176163.4) indicates and the girls
really had a good meet. We
were pretty consistent,
except on the balance beam.

Simon Shephard, linebacker, was recently
honored by Chevrolet with a $1,000
scholarship in his name to the school.
Shephard, who is presented the award by
Chevrolet's Reginald Legues while JSU
president Dr. Theron Montgomery looks on,

The coach feels "the tough
competition we face now
should be to our benefit when
we compete in the regionals.
We should peak there, and
BYMIKE LIVINGSTON
really be able to handle the
other Div. I1 schools The JSU men's cross
country team is busily
present."
preparing for the upcoming
For the women, Claridy, indoor and outdoor track
Walker and Paulk were the season. During the cross
high finishers, with Paulk country season the distance
finishing highest overall, team raced distances of five
miles and 10K (6.2 miles),
with a 6th place finish.
Injury- wise the women are however, during the track
in good shape as they wind season the distance runners
down their season. Patricia will specialize in track
Clarady pulled a muscle events ranging from the 800
during the match but still meters to the 10K run.
This year's Gamecockq
competed and appears to be
will be headed up by All Gulf
doing well.
Coach Dillard said, "The South Cross Country runner
women should be really Doug Cronkite, who wilF be
sharp in Regionals since the participating in both the 5K
competition in Div. I1 is not and 1OK distances during the
quite as tough as what we track season.
Stan Norton, a first year
faced Saturday ."
The girls are now 4-1 runner from Gadsden, AL
heading into a Saturday will be running the 5K, 10K
home match against Florida. and 1,500 meters. If Stan is

was named player of the game in the NCAA
playoffs last December when Jax State
played SW Texas in Texas. Shephard is
from Summerville, S. C.,t Leagues from
Birmingham.

Cross country readys for season
able to run effectively in
these events during the
season he couu develop into
one of the more versatile
runners in the Gulf South
Conference.
Randy Hardin of Grant
and Mark Carrol of Birmingham will run the middle
distance events of 1,500
meters and the mile run.
Matt Hold Brooks of Gadsden and Steve Booker of
Birmingham will handle
relay events and the 800
meters.
Richard
Guerra
of
JacksonvilIe will run both
800 meters and the 1,000 yard
run.
The team holds practice
daily 7 days a week to get
ready for the upcoming
track season.
The team member's runs

vary from 8 to 15 miles a day
depending on which event
the runner is concentrating
on for track.

.

Distance runner aims
for track se
By MIKE LIVINGSTON
One of the ouktanding
runners on the track and
cross country team this
season is Stan Norton. Stan
was a football player at
Gadsden High in Gadsden,
AL. Once his playing days
were over, he spent two
years as a welder in the
Gadsden area.
In 1979 he started running
to lose weight and to get into
shape again. Stan's first
road race was the 1979
Vulcan Run in Birmingham,
AL. Stan's time that year
was 42:21 for a 10k (6.2
miles) race. During this
time, though making good
money, Stan started thinking
about returning to school.
"Running has enhanced
my desire to return to school.
My road racing times improved and I heard that
there were some good
distance runners a t J a x
State, said Stan. Stan is now
majoring in management at
Jacksonville and has enjoyed his classes here.
This fall Stan walked op, or
in this case, he really ran
onto the team and quickly
became the team's second
runner on the cross country
team. Last fall Stan'trained
with the team and commuted
after practice to Gadsden
where he and his wife Vicky
live.
During the year Stan had a
good season for his f i s t year

tween ages 19 6 35. No
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Lady Gamecocks have new coach, players

in collegerunning.
His 10k time improved to
32: 20 and he helped solidify a
good cross country team that
is starting to be noticed by
the other nationally ranked
GSC teams. Stan was 9th
runner at GSC meet at West
Georgia. He was also the
17th at the Southeastern
region, where the best teams
from the area are invited to
race at the end of cross
country season. JSU was 8th
out of the 20 teams and expects to improve next
season.
For track season Stan has
moved on c a m p y to live
with allGSC runner Doug
Cronkite. "The
runners
here are outstanding to train
with for me it's easier to
study, living on campus,"
said Stan.
Stan also sets high goals
for himself and will train
around ten miles a day to
meet them. Stan plans to
beat the Troy runner that
beat him a t cross country
and will run the one mile 5k
and the 10k. "Next year 1
plan to be a respected
member of the GSC, a s far as
running goes," said Stan
when asked about next
season.
When most people are still
waking up for 7:30 classes,
you can be sure that Stan
Norton will be out running
and training for the tradr
season.

Pictured above are members of the Lady Pritchard, Rae Clayton, Erin Laridy,
Gamecocks tennis team which includes Cheryl Hickey, and Kara Click.
Deanna Everett, Candy Solword, Lynn
BYm ~ I W + K W " V N
The 1983 Lady Gamecocks
will have a completely new
look from last year's team,
with seven new players.
m e Lady Ch~ecocksalso
have a ~ ~ coach
e w in Aileen
Finle~,who is a graduate
student at JSU.
Coach
Finley played tennis at JSU
from 1977to 1981 and won the
State doubles tennis tournament twice during her
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"LEARN TO FLY"
Get Your Pilot Certificate In
Just 3 Months!
The Best way In The World
To Learn To Fly.
[Student Rates Available)

stay at Gadsden St. she did
not play on the tennis team.
Candy Solword is a
transfer from Jeff St. where
she played for two years and
was a member of the top six
on the team.
Lynn Pritchard is also
from B'ham and is a freshman from Hewitt-Trussville.
&tXma Everett is from Candy and Lynn both played
Gadsden and is a junior for Hewitt-Trussville,
transfer student from
Rae Clayton is from Pell

four years at JSU.
"We had an opportunity to
get some good players,"
stated Coach Finley when
she was asked about her
youthful line up which ineludes: two juniors, one
sophomore, and four freshmen.

City and played for JSU in
1981 and transferred to
Pensamla, FL JR. They
didn't have a tennis program
so she returned to the
Gamecocks.
Erin Laridy is a freshman
from Ft. Lauderdale, FL.
Erin is one of three sisters
who
participate
in
Gamecock athletics. Sister
Pat is on the gymnastics
team and Dawn is running
track.
Cheryl Hicky is a freshman
from
nearby
Sylacauga, AL and was one
of the top three tennis
players at her high school.
Kara Click is from Grant,
AL and is another of the first
year players for the Lady
Gamecocks.
The Ladies will open the
season Feb. 25 at UTC. The
Ladies will start the home
season on March 43, and
have invited Miss. College,
MTSU, Judson, and Calhoun
Jr. for the &st home invitational. The matches at
this invitational will start at
1:00 p.m. Friday and continue 9:00 a.m. and at 12:OO
p.m. on Saturday.

indeor

pets, no children. Interviews
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